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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Poem We meet to part! As
when some timid bride, Lingers her parents long loved forms beside, Smiles through her tears - half
sorrowful, half gay, Reluctant to be gone, yet loth to stay; With heart alternate filled with hopes and
fears, Recalls the past, thinks of the dawning years, - The laughing joys that circled round her home,
The scenes she leaves, the untried scenes to come; So we, ere wandering from these quiet bowers,
Where Ease and Science strewed our path with flowers, Pause to survey the moments here that
flew, And pierce that life now opening on our view. In Fancy s glass a shadowy realm extends,
Where cloud with cloud in shifting drapery blends; Some dim with mystery, indistinct of form, Or
dark, portentous of the boding storm; Some bathed in all the iris hues and dyes Which summer
sunsets throw o er southern skies; And here and there, their parting folds reveal Glimpses of
gorgeous scenes they half conceal. It is the Dream-land of the Future, where Bright phantoms
dancing...
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A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e-- Dr . Rylee B er g e

It in one of the best publication. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I am very happy to let you know that this is basically the
greatest publication i have got go through within my own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie
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